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Letter from the

CEO

On behalf of the Agora Partnerships team, I am pleased to share the results of our work in Chile
over the past two years to build the local impact ecosystem.
Over the course of the last two years, with critical support from various partners, in particular
ZOMALAB, Agora has been able to establish a strong reputation in Chile as a collaborative and
entrepreneurial non-profit organization. We have built out an office, a brand, and a community
of over 70 entrepreneurs, all working to make Chile and the world better. We have also built
up a pipeline of more than 200 entrepreneurs who could participate in the Agora program in
the coming years and have developed productive working relationships with a broad network
of incubators and mentor networks throughout the country. Our team has become a leader in
supporting the development of an emerging Chilean impact investment sector through training
and gatherings like the Cataliza Forum in 2018, a gathering we hope to be able to repeat.
We believe Chile may be at an inflection point where a coordinated approach that includes
consulting, catalytic capital and convenings can significantly strengthen the entire
entrepreneurship ecosystem, helping to move Chile forward as a country.
Sincerely,
Ben Powell, CEO
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2018-19

Summary

2019 was a turbulent year in Chile, one that highlighted the critical role of “impact entrepreneurs”
to build a more inclusive and dynamic economy in Chile.
Until recently, social entrepreneurship had rarely been placed within the context of systems
change or seen as having a critical role to play in the development of a more inclusive
economy. In our work with multiple entrepreneurs, we have experienced first-hand the sense
of dislocation and frustration that came from trying to build a triple bottom line company in the
conventional, single bottom line-dominated business world. It hasn’t been easy. Furthermore,
as an organization in the sustainability field, well-versed in the major social and environmental
challenges of the time, we felt a real sense of urgency about the need to transform the way we
do business in the world — that our business needed to be the “business of change.”
The considerable eruption of social frustration in Chile in 2019 – juxtaposed with Chile’s
leadership of COP25 and evident environmental challenges – has made the case for high
impact entrepreneurship as a central plank of the development of a new economic paradigm.
When purpose-driven entrepreneurship is combined with the catalytic power of impact
investment, the resulting ventures have the capacity to address the world’s greatest social and
environmental challenges and foster shared prosperity through the power of the markets. This
belief led to the creation of Agora Venture Fund almost 15 years ago and the development
of the Agora Growth Program that over the past 10 years has allowed Agora to build one of
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the largest communities of entrepreneurs solving social and environmental problems in Latin
America.
The Agora team has strived to position the organization as promoters of high impact
purpose-driven entrepreneurship in Chile over the past two years. Working with practically all
the established incubators in the country, we have been able to assist 60 companies directly,
many of whom are now actively raising capital through relationships introduced by Agora
that will allow them to grow and expand their impact. We have engaged with the investment
sector, helping form an emerging impact investment marketplace. We have also become a voice
for building the high impact entrepreneurial ecosystem and, through our engagement with
investors at events such as the Cataliza forum along with ZOMA, or as drivers for the creation of
a National Advisory Board for the GSG, to further the development of local impact investment.
Our positioning in the Chilean entrepreneurship ecosystem gives us a close perspective of
the achievements to be celebrated within this sector, and also, of the difficulties faced by the
multiple ecosystem players. This allows us to make an informed assessment of what is needed
to accelerate impact and set goals for the next phase of our effort.
The difficulty is not that entrepreneurs don’t get over the finish line, but rather that they often
don’t get to the starting line. Let’s get more entrepreneurs into the race!!
Sincerely,
Michael Hayes
Chile Country Manager
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Reviewing the Advances

Achieved

The success of entrepreneurs depends on those around them. That’s why we build communities
for entrepreneurs. A thriving entrepreneurial community requires more than entrepreneurs.
While the entrepreneurs take on a tremendous task and assume a great deal of risk, a supporting
cast of actors plays a substantial role in the entrepreneurs’ success as well.
Since we launched a dedicated country program for Chile in 2017, we’ve advanced ecosystem
building as a lever for supporting entrepreneurs and building stronger economies. With the
recruitment of the first two cohorts, we also began a discovery phase by simultaneously obtaining
feedback from recruits and targets among entrepreneurs and listening to the community around
us to understand the specific needs of ecosystem builders.
With the cohorts of 2019, we have redesigned our program to make it more flexible, modular
and staged, responding more effectively to the needs of entrepreneurs and allowing us to
channel our resources more efficiently. Over the past two years, we have been able to:

Work directly with 39 entrepreneurs, some of whom are now actively raising
capital through our Investment Marketplace (16 in 2018 and 23 in 2019).

Support a further 21 entrepreneurs through a lighter version of the program for
early stage social ventures with CoLab, the social incubator of the Universidad Católica.

Build up a pipeline of over 200 entrepreneurs, in varying stages of development,
who could participate in the Agora program in the coming years.
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Engage with a broad network of incubators and mentor networks throughout
Chile who value the complementary nature of the Agora program.

Support technical training efforts to educate the emerging impact investment
sector, together with SVX and Capria.

Collaborate closely in the development of a more robust field for impact entrepreneurs
and investors, starting with the Cataliza forum in 2018, and continuing in 2019 with
helping build the GSG National Advisory Board.
With these partners, and your continued support, we will continue to make real progress.
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The Chilean Impact Entrepreneurship

Ecosystem

In order to report our efforts to strengthen the Chilean impact ecosystem, we refer to the
framework provided by the Kauffman Foundation in its “Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
Building Playbook”. As the playbook states, “entrepreneurship doesn’t happen in a vacuum.
It’s the result of countless complex interactions in a community. No single organization can
provide sufficient help to all the entrepreneurs in a community. We have to build the ecosystem
that surrounds entrepreneurs. Ecosystems help entrepreneurs thrive at each step. Just as
the complex biological system of soil, water, sunlight, flora, and fauna in a rainforest allows
individual plants to flourish, so the ecosystem for entrepreneurs is essential to their success.
Healthy, diverse, and inclusive ecosystems allow talent, information, and resources to flow
quickly to entrepreneurs as they need it.”
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A thriving ecosystem includes these key elements:

Agora has taken a number of strategies since 2017 to strengthen many of those elements that
contribute to a thriving ecosystem.

1

Entrepreneurs who aspire to start and grow new businesses. People are at the
center of an entrepreneurial ecosystem. They are its fundamental building blocks. All the
ideas, incubators, and capital in the world will not create anything valuable without talented
people putting them to good use.
In June 2017, we had 35 Chilean companies in our pipeline and had accelerated 15 of them. In
December 2019, we have a pipeline of almost 250 Chilean companies and have accelerated 60
of them over the past two years (see company descriptions in Annex 4).

2

Talent that can help companies grow. Strong ecosystems tend to have substantial
cross-linkages between schools, universities, and the private sector so that talent supply
and demand are efficiently matched.
In addition with bridging the talent gap by putting at the service of Chilean entrepreneurs six
highly competent Agora consultants (see biographies in Annex 5), we have also partnered with
talent providers such as Netmentora, whose network in Chile counts over 70 mentors.

3

People and institutions with knowledge and resources to help entrepreneurs.
Knowledge may reside with other entrepreneurs, other people (such as mentors or
professionals), or institutions (such as universities, libraries, or accelerators). Resources are the
assets entrepreneurs need, such as capital, potential hires, office space, professional services,
or raw materials. In a successful ecosystem, these resources are more abundant and visible.
Our focus has been on making capital more accessible and on making the case for increasing
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impact investing. This was done through the organization of the Cataliza forum, in collaboration
with FIS Ameris (July 2018), 1:1 conversations with investors, a field-building trip led by our
Head of Investor Relations (March 2019), an investor training event organized in collaboration
with SVX (November 2019) and active participation in the creation of the National Advisory
Board under the auspices of the Global Steering Group for Impact Investing. Partly as a result
of these efforts, the impact investment sector in Chile has risen to six funds with $158MM under
management. In addition, increasingly conventional (e.g. Stars Family Office) and institutional
investors (e.g. ILC) look at impact investing as a viable option, and outside investors already
vested in the impact space (e.g. Adobe, Angel Ventures) look at Chilean entrepreneurs.
Out of these, the Chilean companies we have accelerated are on course to raise $10MM
(including processes due to close during 2020). While it would be incorrect to attribute this
growth solely to Agora’s work, we can confidently say that we did contribute to it, as indicated
by the invitation we received to form part of the initial National Advisory Board for Impact
Investing.
Significant sums raised by a select number of entrepreneurs give grounds for optimism but
also illustrate the challenges faced by less developed entrepreneurs in the so called “missing
middle”. We are redoubling efforts to find creative solutions to this problem, with significant
outreach to conventional VC funds, Family Offices, crowdsourcing service providers and the like.

4

Individuals and institutions that serve as champion and conveners of
entrepreneurs and the ecosystem. Champions and conveners wear many different
hats. They could be the organizer of a Startup Weekend, the reporter covering local
entrepreneurs, the lawyer that introduces clients to others, the early adopter who first buys
from new businesses or restaurants, or the chamber leader who shines a spotlight on new
businesses. Most importantly, they work relentlessly to help entrepreneurs and companies with
little direct benefit for themselves.
The convening of the Cataliza Chile forum in 2018 was an important contribution to the creation
of an impact investment ecosystem in the country. In bringing together 130 investors and
ecosystem builders, and establishing a framework around concrete development proposals,
we helped shape the agenda for collaboration. This agenda has been used subsequently to
advance conversations in the GSG sponsored events in 2019 and taken up by the Ministry for
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Social Development to further build the ecosystem.

5

Onramps (or access points) to the ecosystem so that anyone and everyone
can participate. Healthy ecosystems have visible and welcoming onramps that make
the ecosystem easy to access – for anyone, regardless of their background, experience, or
ideas. These onramps may come in the form of events; organizations like accelerators, small
business development centers (SBDCS), or career development centers; or online communities
like websites or social media groups.
We adapted our program to facilitate entry by early stage social ventures, through a close
collaboration with CoLab, the social entrepreneurship incubator of the Universidad Católica.
This pilot exercise with 13 companies in 2019 has been repeated in 2020 with a further 8
companies and sponsorship from the telecommunications company ENTEL.

6

Intersections that facilitate the interaction of people, ideas, and resources.
Collisions between people, ideas, and resources often allow entrepreneurs to find missing
pieces of the puzzles they are trying to solve. Ecosystems must “engineer serendipity” between
disparate elements of the network by creating intersections where such collisions can happen.
Intersections may be institutions, such as coworking spaces, research parks, or coffee shops
that are regularly frequented by entrepreneurs and their supporters. Or they may be events,
such as pitch competitions, conferences, or meetups. Intersections may also take place online,
such as through a Slack channel or Twitter hashtag that convenes a virtual community.
Agora has promoted intersections between entrepreneurs and investors in a number of ways:
by making Chilean companies more visible to investors through Deal Books (sent to our network
of 200 impact investors) and our online searchable engine, by organizing pitch days (over the
past two years, we have enabled every Chilean company that has participated in our programs
to pitch in front of at least 4 investors), by helping Chilean companies access key ecosystem
events such as FLII and SOCAP, and by making personal introductions to investors.

7

Culture that is rich in social capital – collaboration, cooperation, trust,
reciprocity, and a focus on the common good – makes the ecosystem come alive
by connecting all the elements together. We find culture in a community’s energy, its attitude
toward collaboration and competition, and its enthusiasm for entrepreneurship.
We are greatly encouraged by the growing interest in impact investing in Chile, as evidenced by
the considerable participation in the GSG-organized events at the end of 2019. There is a palpable
energy in the ecosystem as mission-driven entrepreneurship becomes seen increasingly as part
of the solution (though not an antidote) to growing social and environmental challenges.
It is fair to say that the field has not yet coalesced around a shared set of desired outcomes
for ecosystem building, definitions for its key terms, or a common research agenda to develop
evidence-based approaches and metrics of community impact. However, we are convinced that
2019 may be seen in coming years as an inflection point in the path towards a more inclusive,
sustainable economy in Chile for the future by supporting entrepreneurs.
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Lessons Learned and Framing the

Challenges Ahead
Despite the opportunity ahead, many challenges remain and the work we do is difficult and not
always successful. No matter how passionate the entrepreneur, how sound the business plan,
or how much impact they could have, the investment market for early stage social enterprises
remains nascent. Many promising entrepreneurs do not get the funding - the shot - their ideas
deserve.
As we have dedicated ourselves in the past eight years to accelerate 300+ impact enterprises
across the region, we have developed a deep understanding of what is really needed
to deliver change at scale. Agora sees a clear need to address a common problem faced
by early-stage but potentially high-impact, scalable and replicable start-ups across the Latin
American markets in which we operate.

Chile has many of the elements that an impact ecosystem requires, but until recently the impact
market (as described by the GSG) was small, siloed, and fragmented. 2019 has provided a loud
“call to action” to bring this network together. The field, though immature, has the potential
to coalesce quickly around desired outcomes, shared definitions for its key terms or roles,
or a common research agenda. In addition, the urgency these times demand helps remove
the tensions and competitive culture that may once have existed among ecosystem builders,
established entrepreneur resource providers, and economic development leaders. In other
words, there is a real opportunity to build a strong coalition of industry actors to work more
collaboratively make the Chilean impact entrepreneurship market more efficient, dynamic and
inclusive.
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While there is a sense of urgency to build an economy that works for more people in Chile, the
reality is that it is still frustratingly difficult for the small and growing businesses to access the
knowledge, networks, and capital they need to be able to compete and grow. The ventures
passing through our Program, many of whom have passed through CORFO-supported incubation
programs, face formidable challenges in terms of access to appropriate growth capital. They
find themselves stuck squarely in a “missing middle” gap in the continuum of enterprise finance:
they are too big for microfinance, too small or risky for traditional bank lending, and lack the
growth, return, and exit potential sought by venture capitalists. Ironically, as the average size
of investment funds grows and the appetite evolves towards financing larger deals, this gap
tends to widen.

Startups lack the funding
to overcome natural
challenges
Funding
Source
Investment

Research
Grants,
Corfo
$20 - 50k

Development
Grants, Corfo

$50 - 100k

Friends and
Family

$50 - 100k

Formation

Funders lack mechanisms
to channel “adequate”
funding

MISSING
MIDDLE

Angel
investing

Early Stage
Impact
Capital

Growth
Stage
Venture
Capital

Expansion
Stage
Venture
Capital

$1m +

$5m +

Market
Penetration

Market
Penetration

Customer
Traction

Product
Evolution

International
Expansion

Supplier
Contracts

Distribution
Contracts

$100 - 250k $250 - 750k
Product
Validation

Market
Validation

Cash Flow

Aim
Incubation

Stage of
Venture
Development

Ecosystem
Maturity

Acceleration
Valley of death

Basic
Research

Applied
Research

Proof of
Concept
Target
Market
Business
Plan

Multiple incubators, well
funded with Government support

Minimum
Viable
Product

Founding
Team

Few actors due to
business model
challenges

Developing investor
network, global in nature
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On one side, investors who have historically supported this sector have moved to prefer
investments in more mature business models, ready for rapid scaling and with ticket size above
$1 million. As established impact funds grow, it is likely this investing trend will exacerbate over
time.
On another side, in the context of more developed economies, such as Chile, international
philanthropic investors and multilateral agencies are increasingly less active, given more pressing
demands from the less developed economies in the region. This makes it imperative that local
wealth take a more prominent role in investing in solutions to persistent socio-environmental
challenges in the region. There are few local investors investing in early growth, high impact
companies, despite their compelling social/ environmental promise, growth potential, and ability
to return capital.
This lack of capital threatens to throttle innovation, stunt the development of high potential
offerings and limit the impact they could deliver if allowed to grow. Unfortunately, some of the
most promising market-based solutions that address the SDGs die on the vine before they have
the chance to trigger investment capital due to a lack of properly-aligned sources of risk capital.
In short, there is a large financing gap between the seed capital supplied frequently
by the Chilean Government through CORFO and the early growth capital offered by
venture capital funds, for ticket sizes below $1 million and generally between $50K-$750K.
This is not solely a problem in Chile: World Bank research indicates that the credit gap that formal
SMEs confront is about $1 trillion. Filling this gap presents both an opportunity and a pressing
need for the growing impact investing industry. In addition, local sources of wealth need to be
encouraged by examples of successful investment, by vehicles that allow for experimentation
and by partnering with institutions that accelerate as well as manage investments.
In addition, it is clear that the playing field is not level. Certain groups face more significant
and more persistent barriers to starting companies – leaving untapped human potential on
the sidelines. Access to support services, including acceleration programs, and investment
is radically different between Santiago and provincial cities for example. There are ongoing
gaps in opportunity, particularly for women and newly arrived immigrants (including the recent
phenomena of the Venezuelan diaspora).
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Such differences create an imperative – and an opportunity; to make the Chilean economy more
entrepreneurial, create more inclusive growth, jobs, wealth, and innovation, it is also important
to “tilt the scales” of entrepreneurial activity and investment towards those innovations that
can deliver solutions to societal and environmental challenges at scale. Innovation is required
to bridge the gap of the “missing middle” in the form of catalytic capital to provide lubrication
for the market and allow promising ventures to continue their growth trajectory, gain greater
traction and position themselves to secure significant growth capital as they reach maturity.
Entrepreneurial ecosystems can provide a mechanism to improve access to economic prosperity
for everyone, regardless of who they are and where they live - not only to significantly reduce
inequality, but also to capitalize on the untapped potential of underrepresented groups and
improve our economy.
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Annexes
Snapshot of Agora Chile Community

2018-2019 Chilean alumni by Class
Record count

2018C1

5

2018C2

11

2019

36

2018-2019 Chilean alumni by SDG
Record count

SDG 3: Good Health and Well-being

7.69%

25%
21.15%

SDG 4: Quality Education
SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation
SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy

11.54%

9.62%

SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth
11.54%

9.62%

SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities
SDG 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
Other
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Chilean alumni by industry

Record count

Agriculture & Forestry

7.69%
5.77%

52

17.31%

11.54%

Business Software & Services
Circular Economy
Clean Energy & Climate Chage

11.54%
15.38%

Consumer Goods
Education
Fashion & Textiles
Food & Beverage
Health & Safety
Housing, Infrastructure & Transportation
Media & Community Engagement
Tourisim & Hospitality
Work & Economic Development
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List of Companies Accelerated in 2018 in Chile
2018 Cycle 1
Smartrip

Kirón

Munani

Smartrip is a tour agency
with a social mission,
offering hotel nights and
reinvesting 20% of its
revenues into social and
environmental projects in the
locations it operates in.

Kirón develops medical
articles focused on improving
the quality of life of its
clients and social inclusion of
people with disabilities.

Munani develops and sells
healthy food products
made from seaweed in
alliance with cooperatives of
seaweed collectors from the
Chilean coast.

ROMA

Birus

ROMA provides a system
that improves educational
outcomes by providing
immediate feedback to
students and teachers,
using paper evaluations
without the need for internet
or wireless (wifi) in the
classroom

Birus is an e-commerce and
content platform to find,
discover and buy products
and services from companies
with a social and
environmental impact.
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2018 Cycle 2
Burn to Give

Capta Hydro

Kataix

Platform that converts
burned calories while
exercising, in emergency
food for a child who needs
it; using technology to
connect two global
pandemics - obesity and
hunger - in a way that
contributes to solve both.

Develops integral solutions
to improve the visibility and
control of water distribution
in basins and irrigation
channels networks at an
affordable cost for the
developing world.

Maritime safety suit with an
integrated automatic
buoyancy system for
artisanal fishermen and
crew.

NuLight

Vegui

Eficagua

Company focused on the
development of lighting
devices and systems with
low consumption and energy
efficiency.

Offers healthy foods such
as salads and snacks through its latest generation of
vending machines, Healthy
Kiosks, installed mainly in
offices, public places, and
universities.

Develops solutions and
wservices based on applied
science, for a more efficient
use of freshwater.
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Listoco

DoClean

Andes Wisdom

Platform that helps
micro-enterprises and
independent professionals to
offer their services in 30
categories of services,
without commissions and
throughout Chile, making
their business grow,
improving the quality of life
of thousands of families and
contributing to the
development of the country.

Produces a lignin biofuel of
high caloric power and low
contamination, extracted
from cows organic waste,
thus offering a substitute to
coal and firewood.

Produces and markets
ingredients and foods that
help prevent and combat
diseases such as obesity,
diabetes and its derivatives.

Linchpin

Lazarillo

Transforms underutilized
urban spaces in mixed-use
places, generating green
areas, commerce and
services that enhance the
economic and cultural
growth of neighborhoods
and cities.

Free intelligent orientation
app for people with visual
disabilities, which guides
them through voice
messages in the city, giving
them autonomy for easy
mobilization.

MiDerecho
(expanding to Chile)
Platform specialized in labor
law that connects lawyers
and clients offering legal
advice for the resolution of
conflicts, in order to help
employees and employers
know their rights.
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List of Companies Accelerated in 2019 in Chile
2019 Cycle 1
Cuantix

Ludibuk

IntiTech

Cloud-based platform that
allows mass measurement of
the impact of organizations
in an effective, simple and
accessible way.

Ludibuk helps improve the
quality of education and life of
Spanish-speaking children and
young people by improving
their reading comprehension
and developing their love of
reading.

Maximizes the generation
of solar panels with Smart,
autonomous and clean
technology.

Kappo

Rephone

ModuLab

Platform that seeks to make
the cities of the world more
bicycle friendly, through an
App for urban cyclists, bicycle
analytics for governments
and a platform for companies
to motivate their employees
to transport themselves by
bicycle.

Rephone sell high-end
Smartphones (95% iPhone)
reconditioned, online and
in Retail B. We are a clean
alternative.

Modulab is an opportunity
for the thousands of discards
generated by companies, we
manage and revalue various
waste, generating value
through design.
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U-Zave

Glocart

GameLab

Platform that allows users to
save each time they consume in partner stores.

Increases business opportunities for entrepreneurs who
make handmade products,
highlighting their products’
local identity.

Develops simulators and
videogames that transform
the experience of learning
management into a fun and
effective one.

Take a Hand
Eliminates accessibility
barriers through the design
and development of
sophisticated orthopedic
prostheses that are
functional, ergonomic and
affordable, to stimulate
social inclusion and people’s
quality of life.
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2019 Cycle 2
Kruza (The Bonding
Company)

Remote Waters

Snabb

KRUZA creates ethical &
sustainable shoes, made in
Chile, based on recycling and
the circular economy.

Remote Waters provides
water purification systems at
low operating costs and rapid
installation for communities
with limited access to drinking
water.

Snabb is an intelligent
collaborative network of
supply and demand
meetings, for private
outpatient healthcare.

Endurance Electric

Tienda Limon

Matchetune

Endurance Electric offers a
decentralized energy
service, through a Pay as you
Go model, transforming the
lives of vulnerable families
and communities suffering
from energy poverty.

Collaborative store for small
entrepreneurs based on a
standardized management
system and including
support with information
technologies and capacity
development.

Matchetune develops 100%
natural products that
improve people’s health,
through the use of molecules
enhanced with patented
nanotechnology, to increase
their functionality.
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Carnes Naturales
(Manada Ganadería
Regenerativa)

HOBE

Darwin Food

HOBE develops modular,
mobile and high-level design
shelters for homeless people.

Darwin Food develops
ingredients and products to
improve the quality of food
and increase healthy
alternatives, without
compromising the quality
and taste of the products.

Pharol

Quempin

ServiSenior

Pharol is a Pharmaceutical
Marketplace, with focus on
the patient that connects
their needs with the offer of
legally established and
constituted pharmacies.

Efficient and low emissions
gas burner for bakeries.

ServiSenior is a platform that
connects services offered
by Seniors (people over 50
years), with any person or
company that has a specific
or permanent need, thus s
olving many of the
day-to-day challenges.

Carnes Naturales
transforms the meat market
into a space for
collaboration, inclusion and
sustainable development,
caring for the land and the
people who live from it,
through production based
on regenerative grassland
management.
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Colaboración Acerca Redes/COLAB
DonoSangre

Hemisferio Sustentable

OdontoBus

Mobile application that seeks
to meet the high demand for
blood, due to the increase
in cancer patients and the
increase and aging of the
population.

Agroecology in rural
communities as a strategy for
adaptation and mitigation in
the face of climate change.

Brings oral health closer to
those who lack access to
it, through a mobile dental
clinic, which attends for free
in rural areas, and through
a brick-and-mortar solidary
dental clinic.

La Vida

Kollofken

Patio Vivo

Accompanies homeless
people in their reinsertion
process through the
co-production of gourmet
products.

Chilean company, pioneer in
the elaboration of gourmet
products based on premium
Cochayuyo algae, carefully
obtained by artisanal
fisherwomen.

Non-profit, which develops
projects in school
playgrounds to turn them
into learning landscapes,
which motivate good
coexistence, healthy living
habits, and learning from
experience.
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Koyantu

Travolution

Red Vemos

Company dedicated to
agri-food production,
cultivation, identification,
production and
commercialization of edible
fungi and algae of high
commercial value, in
collaboration with local
communities.

Strives for meetings between
people that promote
improvements in the world
and delivers authentic
experiences through
Community Tourism.

Community Visual Health
Network that travels to small
and remote communities
to provide attention at fair
prices, helping to eradicate
avoidable blindness.

Ideo Maker

CATiO2

Blif

Pedagogical service
whose proposal is to insert
the “Maker Culture” and
“technology” as an
educational proposal in
educational establishments of
Chile, to promote the
development of the necessary
skills for the 21st century.

Transparent films that purify
and decontaminate the air,
using light as energy.

Sustainable and
biodegradable biomaterial,
made from urban organic
waste (free fairs) or rural
waste (agriculture) for
textile products, packaging
and non-structural elements
for construction, such as
insulating panels.
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Instituto Robótica
Teaches educational
programs in robotics,
conformed by professionals
and specialists experts in
applied robotics, technology
and innovation
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